Dice Box Advertising Hoardings
A set of fold-up advertisements designed to fit into Chessex-style dice
cubes. I used 170gsm matte paper from Jessops, youʼll have to see what
works best for you.

Instructions
1. Print out the last page of this PDF. Make sure to print at 100% and do
NOT use ʻfit to pageʼ settings. Although itʼs an A4 page there should be
enough space at the ends for US Letter paper to work as well.

5. As dice cubes vary slightly in size between batches and manufacturers
you might need to resize the print slightly if the boxes are too large or
small.
6. If the ads are too high, you might need to remove the grey border along
the bottom. With the dice boxes Iʼm using these borders stop the card
from sliding down inside the cubes during play. If the bottoms of the
cubes look like the ones below, they need to have the dip showing, like
the one of the left.

2. Cut out the four box nets along the outer outlines. No further cutting
should be required.
3. Fold and crease the four remaining lines (square top to sides, between
the four sides).

7. Ready for use:

4. Place the folded ads inside the dice cube, making sure that the inner
surfaces of the dice cube are clean first.

Ian Wood
19th August 2012
www.wargamingtrader/adcubes
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YAMS
Yet Another
Mission System

Join the
glorious
State-Empire
now!

Unofficial mission
cards for:

Join the
glorious
State-Empire
now!

Enemy IDs 13:
Rasyat Diplomat

Introducing the
Apple®
For all your
MAS Infinity
token needs!

The new you.
Literally.

Armed and extremely
dangerous, do not approach
under any circumstances!
Contact ALEPH on sight!
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Friendly IDs 04:
Guarda de
Assalto
A fast and furious
defender of Humanity!

Applesoft®
Doorways X® 42
Coming soon to a head
near you.

For all your
MAS Infinity
token needs!
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